
Join Interlegal – one of the longest established and most respected 
international legal networks.
Made up of independent commercial law firms in over
45 countries, Interlegal is an attractive and
accountable alternative for clients to a large
international firm or to firms with offices in only
one jurisdiction.

The range of services offered by firms
in the Interlegal network is
comprehensive with many areas of
specialist expertise.



How we work

We believe in building strong, long-lasting relationships 
with clients and in delivering good value through the 
services we provide. We counsel a diverse clientele, from 
large public corporations and public authorities to small 
businesses and individuals, offering clients a full range of 
corporate legal services, complemented by knowledge of 
business, customs and local culture within each country.

Our approach is clear. We listen carefully to our clients’ 
needs. We strive to understand each client’s business 
and work with clients, not just as a service provider but 
also as a strategic partner. Interlegal member firms 
are culturally sensitive to the ways of doing business in 
different markets.

www.interlegal.net

Interlegal’s core aim is to provide its clients with ready 
access to high quality legal advice from firms with local 
knowledge to help them in their international and cross 
border transactions.

Our network meets twice a year in a different jurisdiction in order 
to get to know each other better, to know what can be provided,
so that we can offer more to our clients.
Dr Ádám Boóc, Past President, Interlegal

For clients facing the challenges of international transactions, commerce or cross border 
disputes, Interlegal firms offer quality legal advice at competitive cost – we do not follow 
a recipe or a one-size fits all approach. We work with clients to develop flexible service 
models ranging from simple referrals to integrated teams.

Since we joined Interlegal 
we are able to advise our 
clients with confidence on 
international incorporation and 
taxation schemes.
Orbis Legal Advisory Ltd, Bangkok, Thailand



Interlegal philosophy
and benefits of membership

Interlegal’s philosophy is to develop through its network 
meaningful relationships among similarly minded 
internationally diverse commercial law firms. We provide 
our members with the facility to offer and support 
professional worldwide legal services.

Member firms are chosen for their record as 
accomplished legal practitioners, with high ethical 
standards, who are engaged in the international practice 
of law and who can offer clients the expertise, personal 
service and quality required in the complex global 
market place.

Interlegal collaborates with Eura Audit International, an 
international accounting group which brings together 
over 150 well established independent accounting firms.

www.interlegal.net

Interlegal firms have made an investment in the 
resources necessary to build strong working relationships 
among our member firms. We communicate with each 
other on a regular basis, often daily. We exchange 
interns and lawyers. Members also meet at a General 
Assembly meeting twice a year to share and exchange 
the information, ideas and resources required to properly 
advise clients in the complex global market place.

The network offers clients who do business with an Interlegal
firm the same service, quality and professionalism they are 
accustomed to while using their own personal lawyer.
Miguel Neto Advogados Associados, Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

Joining Interlegal has been 
instrumental in giving our firm 
a much higher profile to attract 
international work.
Shulmans LLP, Leeds, United Kingdom



Become an Interlegal member

The day-to-day business of Interlegal is run by an 
Executive Committee which comprises the President, 
Vice President, Past President, Treasurer and Secretary.  
The Executive meets every month and its work is 
supported by a Marketing Committee which meets 
regularly to help to develop the network.

Interlegal has a number of Specialist Groups which 
develop knowledge and responses to international 
business law problems.

The General Assembly itself takes place twice yearly 
over three or four days. The meeting comprises a mix of 
workshops and social gatherings so that people can get 
to know each other. Personal contacts and relationships 
are a key strength of the network.

www.interlegal.net

We look forward to hearing 
from you

For further information contact the Secretary (steffen.lorscheider@spieker-jaeger.de)
or the Interlegal Officer (officer@interlegal.net).

Five reasons to join Interlegal
 1  To generate and enable cross-border legal work with firms who have similar 

 international expertise.

2  To be part of one of the longest established and most respected legal networks.

3  To benefit from the contacts and business generated by member’s in over
 45  countries.

4  To benefit from the network’s profile including the website, attendance at 
 conferences, press and media activity and from the business contacts provided
 by our members. 

5  To network with over 150 firms in the Eura Audit International network of
 accounting firms.

Interlegal is run by its members for its members; people who understand the importance 
of being part of an international group of law firms with similar high standards.

How to join Interlegal
The Interlegal network continues to grow and welcomes 
new members. Membership involves a joining fee of 600 
Euros and an annual membership fee of 1200 Euros. 
Membership forms can be downloaded from the web 
site and sent to the Secretary for consideration at the 
General Assembly meetings which are held twice a year. 

You will be invited to an Assembly meeting to make your 
application in person, to meet the members and to see 
how Interlegal works. There will also be the opportunity 
to make a short presentation about your firm.
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